Abstract. Transonic flow s are complex problems. At cer tain Mach nu mbers, in gas flows t here are local transitions from the subsonic into the superson ic and reciprocally, especially the discontinuity throughout shock waves. Subsonic flows and supersonic flows have very differen t properties, thus calcu lation methods are also different -t he subsoni c equation is elliptic and the supersonic equation is hyperbolic. Using established programs (based on the incompressibl e theory, the compressible theory and the transonic theory), we studi ed sub-t ransonic flow characteristics with variations of the Mach number. Our studies are a lso carried out with variations of incidence, whi ch impact on t he transonic effect . Numerical results show that the local compressibility depends on not only the speed but also the incidence. At a rather great angle of attack , local supersonic regions can appear with free Mach num bers in the order of 0.3 -t he Mach number is nor mal ly considered as a speed of incompressible flows. According to these results, we can recognize for wh ich regime the local compressibili ty of flow is considerable and then it is necessary to consider the problem under t he transonic flow t heory.
INTROD UCTION
The transonic flow is a mixed flow in which there are locally subsonic and supersonic regions, normally wit h free stream Mach numbers from 0.7 to 1.2 ( Fig. 1) . However , experiences and calculations show that transoni c flow properties depend also on the body geometry. By using established programs to calculate flows around a profile, it depend on incidences, a supersonic point can occur even Mach number NI ::; 0.3. The transonic flow is a complex problem, especially when taking into account t he viscosity, the problern needs always-experimental results. \i\Tit h advantages of sub-transonic flows (JV! < 1), they are generally used in the civil transportation. In the world, they study transonic flows experimentally and numerically. In our country, studies of transoni c and supersonic flows are a beginning. vVe realized and publicized some computational study works for supersoni c flows, and t hen transonic flows . In t his work, we approach numerically t he ste2.1 
ESTABLISHED PROGRAMS
We programmed sub-transonic problems by three ways: 1. based on incompressible fl.ow theory; 2. based on compressible flow theory; 3. based on transonic fl.ow theory.
.1. Methods for incompressible and compressible flow calculations
A code for incompressible flows is programmed according to singularity method wit h linear vortexes [1] . At a point P, formulas calculating velocities induced from a vortex distribution of strength I = 10+11.x can be written as fo llowings ( 10 and 1 1 are constant) [2] :
vVe divide the profile contour into N panels with law x = ~ ( 1 -cos a) to narrow grids near the leading edge and t he trailing edge, correspondingly there are N conditions on the surface and a Joukovski condition. [4] :
Under the derivative form of first order:
with I being t he rat io of specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume Cp/Cv. 
c. Grid gen eration In this case, the profile is modeled as a sli t . All of nodes surrounding t he profile make up an or thogonal grid , which includes horizontal and vertical lines, with laws:
6.xi+l = K16.xi; 6.Yi+l = K26.Yi Coefficients K1 and K2 are more than unity. The tangential condit ion on upper and lower put in mid line:
;
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The sign cff A decides t hat sm all disturba nce equation is in for ms of ellipt ic or hyperbolic. Discretizat ion equation for subsonic a nd supersonic regions is written as following :
At t he discont inuity point of shock wave, t his equation m ake expa nsion of grid on four (Fig . 3) . For supersonic flows, t he perturbation propagation is along the movement, 5i, j and Ji -l , j are equal t o unity. For subsonic flows, 6i ,j and 6i -l , j are equal to zero. The equation is solved by iterative met hod:
A good algori t hm will give exact solut ions when 6 cp __, 0 at all of nodes after some iterat ions .
Linear equation system of unknowns cp can be wri tten :
The right member is residual at iterat ion level 'n', which is known .
The equation (2 .9) is solved by line successive over relaxation scheme with m atrix of two di agonals.
..2. Full potential equation method
The full potential equation has following form [4] :
where ¢ is total potential.
Boundary conditions on profile are:
where Y is the geometry of profile contour. 
(2.14)
The method and the algorithm of solving t his full potent ial equations (2.12) are pre·· sented in [5] .
While for t he small disturbance potential method profiles are considered very thin, for t he full potential method t he profile thickness is taken into account , making up grid is much more complex . Here we use Laplace equation to generate an curvilinear surrounding airfoil (ellipt ic generation) [5] , [6] .
In Fig. 4 
COMPARISON OF SOME RESULTS CALCULATED BY
ESTABLISHED PROGRAMS Fig. 6 shows results of pressure distribution coefficient calculated by two methods: linear vortex method (LVM) for subsonic flows and transonic full potential equation method (FPE) . We can see t hat differences of two methods are very small (for Naca 0012 profile, Mach number M=0.2, angle of attack a; = 0° and a;= 2°) .
In F ig. 7, are presented results of pressure distribution coefficient calculated by two transonic methods: small disturbance equation method (SDE) and full potential equation method . Differences are small and seen at the positions of chock wave. vVe can say that in t hese cases when relative thickness is more than 12%, full potential equation method give more exact results. Dependence of lift coefficient Fig . 11 . Lift coefficient calculated by tranon Mach number with variation of incidence sonic t heory Naca 0012 airfoil Fig. 10 provides numerical results of lift coefficient depending on Mach number at different angles of attack on a Naca 0012 profile. By comparison of results using three different computational methods (incompressible t heory method, compressible theory method and transonic full potential equation method), we can see that differences between results calculated by three methods depend on not only Mach number, but also strongly incidence. At great incidences, the d ifferences are considerable even with small Mach number. At To study effects of compressibility, which depend on both the Mach number , and the incidence, we use the code established by full potential equation method for calculating the variatio.n of lift coefficients with the two paramet ers . Results are presented in Fig.   11 . With a = 1° supersonic regions appear at Mach nurriber M= alfaI = 0.7; with a = 3° supersonic regions appear at Mach number NI 00 alfa3 = 0.6; increasing angles of attack a = 5° and a = 8°, equivalent free Mach numbers M oo alfa5 = 0.5 and f./foo alf a8 = 0.4 . \i\Then angle of attack a = 11°, supersonic regions appear at very small free Mach number J YI 00 alfall = 0.3. We use to accept that with NI 00 < 0.4 , flows are considered incompressible. However, according to transonic theory, a = 11° is an angle of attack at which there is not yet the separation phenomena on upper of a Naca 0012 , but with this angle of attack a supersonic region appears at a free Mach number 0.3.
Our numerical essays show t hat only for free Mach number NI 00 < 0.25 , all over the profile do not appear any supersonic point. 
DISCUSSION
Numerical results calculated for subsonic flows by three methods: incompressible, compressible and transonic permit to reduce following comments :
For an aerodynamic profile, the local compressibility and the transonic effect depend on not only the free Mach number, but also the incidence. · with great value of incidence (w hen boundary layers are not yet separated), a local supersoni c region can appear at very small free Mach number , in the order of 0.3 .
For subsoni c problems, if t he incidence is great even when the free Mach number is moderate, because of local compressibility, it is necessary to t reat the problems under transonic theory in order to consider t he shock wave effect .
Note that the appearance of shock waves on airfoil changes a lot t he loading property in comparison wit h using the hypothesis of flow wit hout shock wave. It is effective even when we obtain similar results of lift coefficient after integrating pressure distribution on airfoil.
